Send and Receive Cargo
Manage Inventory

qMetrix

Inventory Solution

Customers require more and more instant feedback all the time. Do you need a way to
manage your cargo transitions, inventory and exceptions? Look no further. qMetrix has a
custom solution for you. We can design and develop an app to fit your needs.

Track and Report
Manage all of your customers’ unique
requirements in one place. All reports can
be customized to incorporate all data
needed for reporting.
Customer Portal

Reduce data entry,
streamline data
collection and
customize reporting
based on customer
needs.
Automatically send
your customers cargo
documentation for
inbound and outbound
shipments.

Give your customers direct access to the data you
want them to see. Provide manifests, load lists,
receiving documents or inventory. All data is
available only to those users who should have
access.

Inventory Reports

Print, share or export inventory reports. Clerks
have access to load lists, from a mobile device, no
matter where they are.

Exception Reports

Found damaged cargo? Just enter the details and a
report can be sent automatically to the customer
or shipper responsible.

Take Photos of Issues

Exceptions can be recorded and reported automatically. The qMetrix Inventory Solution
reduces paperwork and ensures the right people receive the documentation.

A web-based app
manages all orders,
load lists and releases.
An easy to use mobile
app can be used on
docks or in warehouses
when moving cargo.
Barcodes can be
created, printed and
scanned to quickly
enter cargo and track
locations.

Photos are priceless when needing to resolve a
claim. Take as many photos as you like and they
will be saved with your exception report. Then
your customers can see the status of the cargo
and determine how they want the product
handled.

Cloud Storage

All of your data will be stored in the cloud for you.
Access your data from any internet browser.

Offline Mode

Don’t have reliable WiFi? No worries, you can
load, unload or move cargo offline and sync when
WiFi is available again.
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